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Editor’s Note:
This month’s issue features something that, to the best of my knowledge, is a
first for the AAII Journal: insights from a former professional poker champion.
Annie Duke, whose interview can be found here, has among her achievements
winning both the World Series of Poker and the World Series of Poker
Tournament of Champions.

Though I enjoy playing poker, poker strategy was not the reason I spoke with Annie nor the reason
I’m discussing the article here. Rather, I spoke to her about how to make better decisions. Prior to
playing poker full-time, Annie was awarded a National Science Foundation Fellowship to study
cognitive psychology.
Annie and her latest book, “Thinking in Bets: Making Smarter Decisions When You Don’t Have All
the Facts” (Portfolio, 2018), came to my attention through the Behavioral Scientist newsletter. I
found out about this newsletter through Richard Thaler. As the newsletter’s name suggests, it shares
insights about behavioral science.
Those of you who are longtime AAII members are aware that behavioral finance has been a focus of
mine since I became editor in 2010. How we think and react has a very significant impact on our
long-term wealth and the ability to meet our goals. Often what trips us humans up is the inability to
set aside our biases and emotions. We react too quickly to the stimulus in front of us while ignoring
the long-term consequences and possible other outcomes. It’s not that we are necessarily irrational,
but rather that we’re hardwired to deal with a completely different environment than what Mr.
Market presents us with.
In investing, the outcomes of decisions can take months or, often, years to fully manifest. In poker,

the outcomes can sometimes occur in seconds. Make a wrong decision and you can lose your entire
wager very quickly. Poker gives instant feedback about one’s actions. The challenge is interpreting
how much of the outcome was due to luck and how much was due to skill. (Here’s a hint, if you’re
not playing with a predefined strategy governing which hands you’ll play and how you’ll react to
certain situations, your outcomes are going to be more attributable to luck than to skill.)
Many of the behavioral errors and biases we see in poker occur in the realm of investing too: loss
aversion, overconfidence, succumbing to one’s emotions (“tilting” in the poker lexicon), failing to
think in terms of probabilities, etc. Annie has not only had a front-row seat to these errors but also
had to develop strategies to prevent herself from succumbing to them.
After you read the interview with Annie, I encourage you to go online and reread the interview with
Philip Tetlock from the September 2016 AAII Journal (“The Traits and Processes That Lead to Better
Forecasts”). Philip authored the book “Superforecasting: The Art and Science of Prediction” (Crown
Publishers, 2015) and has studied why some people make better forecasts than others.
A common thread through both interviews is the concept of thinking in terms of probabilities and
scenarios. Rather than assume one outcome is a certainty, assign odds to it occurring as well as to
other possible outcomes. Move away from absolutes to shades of gray. Doing so will help you to
better incorporate new information and be less reactive when an investment or a portfolio strategy
turns against you.
Even if you feel relatively confident or uncertain, you can still assign some odds to the outcome
occurring. You can look at how asset classes have performed historically, how strategies have
worked and how various characteristics (valuation, financial strength, credit quality, the economic
backdrop, etc.) have influenced returns. While we can’t predict with accuracy how the financial
markets will perform over a given period of time, we can certainly set reasonable expectations and
take steps to increase the odds of a desired outcome occurring. The mere process of doing this can
help you approach investing from a more objective viewpoint; that alone can help make you a better
investor.
Wishing you prosperity,

Charles Rotblut, CFA
Editor, AAII Journal
@CharlesRAAII

